As your network extends through subsidiaries, cloud providers and third-party vendors, your servers and IoT devices are scattered across the entire Internet. Unknown exposed assets, shadow IT and forgotten environments are now a widespread reality. Unintentional exposure, misconfigured services and unpatched software present entry points which attackers can easily exploit to carry out disruptive breaches, DDoS and code injections among other attacks.

**Extend your control beyond the visible perimeter**

Centerity AIOps/CyberOps Platform delivers a new layer of visibility and real-time control over your Internet-facing assets, no matter where these are located. Our attack surface management solution identifies, manages and help defend an organization’s entire global digital footprint. It locates and maps digital assets (Internet-connected devices) while providing real-time alerts about security issues such as unknown exposures, shadow IT risks, misconfigurations and vulnerabilities among other security issues, with related business context impact.

- Find your unknown, exposed assets across the entire Internet. Stay on top of inventory changes in real-time.
- Identify and eliminate critical attack vectors resulting from shadow IT, unknown exposures and vulnerabilities.
- Discover unknown risks caused by your subsidiaries and 3rd party vendors.
- Zero deployment and no setup required.
Centerity’s AIOps/CyberOps Platform delivers Dynamic Business Service Views of the full technology stack to the executives responsible for technology-driven business services, ensuring the performance, availability and security of critical processes. Centerity displays real-time, consolidated business analytics for complex on-prem, cloud, and hybrid technology environments generating SLA Executive Dashboards that identify performance anomalies and isolate faults across applications, operating systems, infrastructure & cloud assets.

Autonomous Exposed Asset Discovery
Discover your full inventory including unknown assets and forgotten environments on-prem, in the cloud and across your supply chain with just a click.

Exposed Assets Discovery & Analysis
ML engines automatically compile your exposed assets inventory and generate security & IT insights for every asset.

Business Context & Priority
Issues are automatically prioritized based on business context and impact. An action plan with remediation steps is generated to quickly reduce your risks.

Business Impact and Priority
Prioritize threats by understand the business impact and context.

Always Up-to-Date
We scan the entire Internet continuously. See known and unknown assets as they go online and stay on top of any exposures and security issues.

Track Your Progress
See your performance stats over time and improve your security posture with root cause analysis.

Business Context
All your subsidiaries and their assets visually organized. See exactly how they are associated with your business.

Slice and Dice
Filter and manage your assets by any attribute to explore or drill down on specific assets.
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